Abstract
Introduction
In a cache-coherent shared-memory multiprocessor, the destination set is the collection of processors (or nodes) that receive a particular coherence request. Destination-set size represents a key factor in the trade-off between latency and bandwidth in a multiprocessor system. Directory protocols first send all requests to a directory (often co-located with memory) that forwards the request as needed to the owner and/or sharers of the block. This approach conserves bandwidth, but it adds indirection latency to cache-to-cache misses 1 that must be serviced from other caches. Traditional snooping systems use a maximal destination set of all processors, since every coherence request is broadcast to all processors. Broadcasting optimizes cache-to-cache miss latency by eliminating indirection, but it requires (end-point) bandwidth proportional to the square of the number of processors.
As illustrated in Figure 1 , system designers must choose between the high bandwidth use of snooping protocols and the high sharing latency of directory protocols. An ideal protocol would directly send requests to only those processors that need to observe them, combining the low latency of broadcast snooping with the bandwidth efficiency of a directory protocol. This latency/bandwidth tradeoff is especially important for the commercial workloads that dominate the current use of multiprocessor servers, since many of these workloads exhibit high cache miss rates and a large fraction of cache-to-cache misses [5, 18, 30] .
One emerging approach for improving this latency/bandwidth trade-off is destination-set prediction. Multicast Snooping [7] reduces bandwidth compared to broadcast snooping, by multicasting a coherence request to a predicted destination set. If the destination set is sufficient (e.g., includes the processor or memory module that currently owns the block), the request avoids indirection (like all requests in a broadcast snooping system). Similarly, Acacio et al. add prediction to a conventional directory protocol, converting some misses from three interconnection network hops to only two [1, 2] . Moreover, the (indirections) recently-proposed Token Coherence protocol [23] allows systems to implement destination-set prediction without requiring a totally-ordered interconnect [7] or introducing difficult-to-debug protocol races [1, 2, 7] . This paper is the first to explore several predictors in the destination-set predictor design space and the first to evaluate their effectiveness using commercial workloads. Section 2 explores the potential of destination-set prediction by analyzing the sharing patterns of multiple commercial workloads. We examine the degree of instantaneous sharing, the degree of sharing over time, and the temporal and spatial locality of cache-to-cache misses. In particular, we show that cache-to-cache miss patterns in commercial workloads have substantial temporal and spatial locality that can be captured by destination-set predictors.
Section 3 introduces destination-set predictors inspired by our analysis of sharing patterns, and each predictor targets different points in the latency/bandwidth design space.
Proposed predictors send to only the previous owner (emphasizing bandwidth over latency), broadcast if data appear shared (latency over bandwidth), or multicast to recent sharing groups (balancing latency and bandwidth).
In Sections 4 and 5 we evaluate these destination-set predictors using trace-driven and full-system executiondriven timing simulation, respectively. We compare these predictors against a broadcast snooping protocol, a directory protocol, and multicast snooping's original destination-set predictor [7] . For our workloads on 16 processor systems, these results show that:
• destination-set predictors can reduce indirections by up to 90%, with respect to a directory protocol, while using less than one third the request bandwidth of a broadcast snooping system;
• destination-set predictors benefit from aggregating information from spatially-related data by using macroblock indexing (e.g., 1024-byte macroblocks);
• destination-set predictors perform well with relatively few entries (e.g., 8192 entries);
• destination-set prediction can substantially reduce execution time (compared to directories) while greatly reducing bandwidth (versus broadcast snooping). Section 6 summarizes related work on hybrid protocols and destination-set predictors that has focused on single points in the destination-set predictor design space using scientific workloads (e.g., SPLASH-2 benchmarks [34] ).
Commercial Workload Sharing Behaviors
In this section, we analyze the sharing behaviors of several commercial workloads. We use this analysis to guide destination-set predictor designs in subsequent sections. Table 1 describes the workloads we use as benchmarks. Due to the growing prevalence of information services in our society, commercial workloads are increasingly important for high performance multiprocessor systems. Thus, we concentrate on commercial workloads, such as database and web servers, but also include two scientific workloads for comparison. We refer interested readers to Alameldeen et al. [3] for more detailed description and characterization of these commercial workloads. We begin by presenting our methodology and general characteristics of our workloads before delving into detailed sharing behavior analysis.
Methodology
We use Simics [22] to perform full-system simulation of systems running commercial workloads. The simulated machine is a 16-processor SPARC system running unmodified Solaris 8. For the results in this section and Section 4, we collected traces of second-level cache misses for our workloads by running simulations with a MOSI coherence protocol (the simulated target system is described in Section 5.1). We use the first one million misses in the 20 ,000 files (~500 MB) and 160 simulated users (10 per processor). The system is warmed up for 1.6 million requests, and results are based on runs of 5,000 requests. Scientific Applications: Barnes-Hut and Ocean. We selected two applications from the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite [34] : barnes-hut with 64k bodies and ocean with a 514 x 514 grid. We begin measurement at the start of the parallel phase to avoid measuring thread forking. Java Server Workload: SPECjbb. SPECjbb2000 is a serverside Java benchmark that models a 3-tier system, focusing on the middleware server business logic. We use Sun's HotSpot 1.4.0 Server JVM, and our experiments use 24 driver threads and 24 warehouses (with a data size of approximately 500MB). The system is warmed up for 100,000 transactions, and our results are based on runs of 100,000 transactions. Online Transaction Processing (OLTP): DB2 with a TPC-C-like workload. The TPC-C benchmark models the database activity of a wholesale supplier. Our OLTP workload is based on the TPC-C v3.0 benchmark using IBM's DB2 v7.2 EEE database management system. Our experiments use 128 simulated users (8 per processor) that access an 800MB database with 4,000 warehouses stored on five raw disks. The database is warmed up for 10,000 transactions before taking measurements, and our results are based on runs of 1,000 transactions. trace to warm up the caches (and later our destination-set predictors). For each coherence request, trace records contain the data address, program counter (PC) address, requester, and request type.
Traces allow for quick workload characterization and exploration of the predictor design space and enable deterministic and precise comparisons. However, traces capture neither the effects of timing races nor their impact on overall performance. In Section 5 we address these limitations by presenting execution-driven timing results from fullsystem simulations using a detailed performance model.
General Properties
Studies of multiprocessor commercial workloads and their properties have found that second-level (L2) cache misses, especially misses due to sharing, can dominate performance. Table 2 shows that our commercial workloads have large data footprints, in terms of total memory touched in 64-byte blocks (column 2, second from the left) and 1024-byte macroblocks (column 3), and a large number of static instructions that cause cache misses (column 4). The commercial workloads have relatively high cache miss rates from a 4 MB, 4-way set associate L2 cache (columns 5 and 6). The rightmost column in the table (column 7) lists the percent of L2 cache misses that would cause indirections in a directory protocol. As discussed in the next section, these workloads have a larger percentage of indirections, providing ample opportunity for destinationset prediction to improve their performance.
Cache-to-Cache Misses
Prior studies have shown that commercial workloads incur a large fraction of cache-to-cache misses [5, 18, 30] . Our results, shown in the rightmost column of Table 2 (column  7) , corroborate these previous results by finding that 35-96% of all L2 cache misses for our commercial workloads would suffer from indirection in a directory protocol. The high miss rate and high rate of indirections in commercial workloads provide sufficient opportunity for destinationset prediction. While Barnes-Hut and Ocean also incur a large fraction of indirections, their low miss rates result in lower rates of directory indirections per instruction. Thus, workload analysis based on Barnes-Hut and Ocean alone would be a poor basis for designing commercial servers.
Instantaneous Sharing
While the majority of misses for our workloads cannot be completed without contacting at least one other processor, the number of misses that need to contact many processors is relatively small. For example, at most one other processor (the owner) needs to observe a request to obtain a readonly copy of a block. Figure 2 shows the percentage of requests that need to contact various numbers of processors. For our workloads, many requests require directory indirections, but only about 10% of all requests need to be sent to more than one other processor. This result highlights the inefficiency of broadcast snooping, in which all processors in the system observe all requests.
Degree of Sharing
While the instantaneous number of processors that need to observe a request is small, the number of processors that read or write a block during the execution is larger. In Figure 3 (a), we plot a histogram of the number of unique processors that access a block at least once during the execution. The data show a non-uniform distribution; most of the blocks are touched by only one processor. In Figure 3 (b), we weight each block by the number of misses (i.e., if a block had ten misses and four processors accessed it, we add ten to the four-processor bin of the histogram). The scaled data show that most of the misses are concentrated on the small number of blocks that are accessed by most or all of the processors. Ocean is an exception; the majority of its misses are to blocks that have been touched by four or fewer processors, a direct result of its column-blocked stencil structure [34] . 
Sharing Locality
Our workloads exhibit a high degree of locality among cache-to-cache misses. Figure 4 (a) shows the cumulative distribution of cache-to-cache misses for 64-byte data blocks. These data show, for example, that the hottest 1,000 data blocks in SPECjbb account for 80% of all cache-to-cache misses. Figure 4 (b) shows the distribution of cache misses for 1024-byte macroblocks (i.e., aligned regions of 16 64-byte cache blocks), and we observe even more locality. For all of our workloads, the 10,000 hottest macroblocks account for over 80% of all cache-to-cache misses. Figure 4 (c) shows the cumulative distribution of unique instructions that cause cache-to-cache misses. These figures reveal significant amounts of temporal and spatial locality in the cache-to-cache miss stream, a result that corroborates prior work [18, 30] . Predictors that exploit the locality in data blocks or instructions (unique PCs) can capture the sharing working sets of these workloads without requiring prohibitive storage.
Destination-Set Prediction
Destination-set predictors exploit sharing patterns to guess which processors must observe a particular coherence request. For MOESI write-invalidate protocols, a request to read (i.e., request for shared) must find the current owner, while a request to write (i.e., request for exclusive) must find the owner and all sharers. With accurate destination-set prediction, a hybrid protocol can use bandwidth comparable to directory-based systems while achieving the low cache-to-cache miss latency of snooping. Predictor design involves a trade-off between accuracy (latency) and bandwidth. Predicting too many processors increases bandwidth usage with no increase in accuracy (decrease in latency). Predicting too few processors may reduce bandwidth (depending upon the protocol specifics), but it decreases accuracy (increases latency). Snooping and directory protocols are effectively the two extremes: snooping always predicts broadcast (perfect accuracy, but high bandwidth usage), while directory protocols always initially "predict" the minimal destination set and rely upon the directory to forward the request as necessary (low bandwidth usage, but low accuracy). In this section, we present a predictor framework and a set of policies that target different points in this design space.
Predictor Model
Each L2 cache controller in the system contains a destination-set predictor. Since only coherence controllers are responsible for interacting with the predictor, we require no modifications to the processor core, but in Section 3.4 we explore an optional enhancement of exporting the program counter of an instruction that misses. Predictors are tagged, set-associative, and (by default) indexed by data block address. The coherence controller performs the predictor access in parallel with the cache access. In the event of a cache miss, the controller uses the predicted destination set when initiating the resulting coherence transaction. If the predictor hits, it generates a prediction according to the policies discussed below. On a predictor miss, the predictor returns by default the minimal destination set (e.g., depending on the specific protocol, the set might include only the home module of the block).
Since a small set of data blocks account for most cache-tocache misses (recall Figure 4) , the predictor can improve its effective capacity by allocating predictor entries only for blocks likely to be shared. In our experiments, the predictor allocates an entry only if the minimal destination set proves insufficient to directly locate the requested block.
Training Information
The policies we discuss use two types of training cues to predict sharing behavior: external coherence requests and coherence responses. In both cases, the predictor learns the identity of one or more other processors that have recently accessed a block. On external coherence requests, the predictor automatically receives the requesting processor's identity (since this information is required to permit a response). For responses, we extend data-response messages to include the sender's identity. Specific policies, described next, use this information either to "train up" or "train down", i.e., increase or decrease the destination set.
Prediction Policies
Different prediction policies can use some or all of the training information to target different points in the bandwidth/latency spectrum. This section describes three general policies, specified in Table 3 , and one hybrid policy.
The Owner predictor. Owner targets scenarios in which either (a) only one other processor needs to be in the destination set (e.g., pairwise sharing) or (b) bandwidth is limited. The predictor records the last processor to invalidate or respond with a block. On a prediction, the predictor returns the union of the predicted owner and the minimal destination set. Owner works well for pairwise sharing, because both processors include each other in their predictions. Owner also works well under limited bandwidth because it sends at most one additional control message for each request, independent of the number of processors in the system. The Group predictor. Group targets scenarios in which (a) groups of processors (less than all processors) share blocks and (b) bandwidth is neither extremely limited nor plentiful. Each predictor entry contains a two-bit counter per processor in the system. On each request or response, the predictor increments the corresponding counter. Group also increments the entry's 5-bit rollover counter; on overflow, the predictor decrements all 2-bit counters in the entry. This training-down mechanism ensures that the predictor eventually removes inactive processors (i.e., processors no longer accessing the block) from the destination set. Group should work well on a large multiprocessor in which not all processors are working on the same aspect of the computation or if the system is logically partitioned.
The Owner/Group hybrid predictor. Owner/Group targets (a) stable sharing patterns and (b) more limited bandwidth than Group. Owner/Group uses a Group predictor to handle requests for exclusive and an Owner predictor to handle requests for shared. This policy works well for stable sharing patterns because all processors in the sharing set observe all requests for exclusive, and thus they can track the current owner in most cases. Thus, requests for shared can be sent only to the current predicted owner, reducing the bandwidth demand.
Alternative Indexing
By default, the predictors use data-block address indexing, but we also explore program counter (PC) indexing and "coarse-grain" macro-block indexing. Figure 4 (c) showed that a small number of static instructions cause most cache-tocache misses. This observation, supported by prior work (e.g., [16] ), suggests that we index the predictor with the PC. To enable this indexing alternative, the processor supplies the PC of the load or store instruction causing the miss. The cache controller includes this PC in the coherence request (extending the message format) and remembers the PC until the coherence response arrives (used for predictor training). Figure 4 (b) showed that cache-tocache misses exhibit significant spatial locality. For example, consider a processor reading a large buffer that was recently written by another processor. The last processor to write the buffer may be difficult to predict; however, once a processor observes that several data blocks of the buffer were supplied by one processor, a macroblockbased predictor can learn to find other spatially related blocks at that same processor. To exploit this spatial locality, we index the predictor with macroblock addresses by simply dropping the least significant bits. Macroblock indexing also increases the effective reach of the predictor, thereby reducing pressure on the predictor's capacity.
Program counter indexing.

Macroblock indexing.
Prior Work: Sticky-Spatial(1)
We compare our predictors to a variant of the original multicast snooping predictor developed by Bilir et al. [7] . The Sticky-Spatial(1) predictor is "sticky" because it only trains up, relying on predictor replacements to reduce the destination-set size. It is "spatial" because it aggregates information from neighboring predictor entries (restricting it to a direct-mapped implementation). Sticky-Spatial trains up by observing responses and retries from the memory controller (described in Section 4.1).
Our predictors improve upon Sticky-Spatial in two important ways. First, macroblock addressing captures spatial locality with a single entry. This approach reduces pressure on finite predictors, allows set-associative implementations, and eliminates aliasing (Sticky-Spatial ignores the tag when making predictions). Second, all of our predictors have explicit mechanisms to train down.
Evaluation of Destination-Set Predictors
This section summarizes the multicast snooping protocol we evaluate, describes our method of analyzing the latency/bandwidth tradeoff, and presents trace-driven results for our prediction policies using the methodology described earlier in Section 2.1.
Multicast Snooping Protocol
To evaluate our destination-set predictors in a concrete context, we implemented them as part of a multicast snooping system [7, 32] . Processors in this system act like they do in broadcast snooping, except that processors multicast coherence requests to a predicted destination set (called a multicast mask in the original paper). To enforce the necessary ordering requirements, requests are sent on a totally-ordered interconnect and the minimal destination set includes both the requester and the home node for the requested block. The home node maintains a directory structure to track the owner and sharers of each block, allowing it to detect if a request was sufficient (i.e., sent to all necessary processors). A destination set is sufficient in multicast snooping if it includes the requester, the home node, the owner of the block, and, if the request is for write permission, all processors sharing the block.
If a destination set is sufficient, the request is successful. In this case (1) the owner (which could be the memory) responds to the requester with data, (2) the directory updates its state, and (3) if the request was for read/write access, all sharers invalidate their copies of the block.
If a destination set is insufficient, the request must be retried. Our implementation uses the optimization proposed by Sorin et al. [32] , in which the directory re-issues the coherence request with an improved destination set that reflects the current owner and sharers. A reissued request has latency similar to an indirected (3-hop) request in a directory protocol.
As in the original protocol, however, a window of vulnerability exists between the retry's issue and when the interconnection network orders it. During this window, a racing request can intervene, changing the owner and/or sharers such that the retry's destination set is now insufficient. The directory must detect this infrequent race condition and retry the request again. To avoid deadlock and livelock in pathological cases, on the third retry the directory resorts to broadcasting, which is guaranteed to succeed.
Predictor Evaluation Methodology
Each predictor and base protocol represent one point in the trade-off between latency and bandwidth. To visualize this tradeoff, we plot results on a two dimensional plane. The horizontal dimension represents request bandwidth per miss (i.e., the bandwidth per miss used by requests, forwards, and retries). The vertical dimension represents latency, measured as the percent of misses that require indirection (i.e., three-hop requests in a directory protocol or requests retried by the directory in multicast snooping). The dashed vertical line represents the directory protocol bandwidth, which is the best case for multicast snooping.
We compare our predictors against base snooping and directory protocols. We assume a typical MOSI broadcast snooping protocol (denoted by ✖ in our results) that relies on a totally-ordered broadcast interconnect. We model a bandwidth-efficient MOSI directory protocol (denoted by ✚) based on the AlphaServer GS320 [11] . The GS320 also uses a totally-ordered interconnection network, eliminating the need for explicit acknowledgment messages. Using such a directory protocol allows us to assume the same interconnect configuration for all protocols. Figure 5 displays the results for the four predictor policies (note the different y-axis for each workload). These predictors use 1024-byte macroblock indexing and have 8,192 entries. Since our predictor entry size (shown in Table 3 ) ranges from approximately four to eight bytes (including tags), the total predictor size ranges from 32kB to 64kB (less than 2% of our L2 cache size).
Predictor Policy Evaluation
We find that destination-set prediction provides a favorable bandwidth/latency tradeoff over a range of workloads. The best predictors approach the low latency of a snooping protocol (by substantially reducing indirections), while reducing the request bandwidth by a factor of three. Alternatively, the predictors allow for systems that use bandwidth comparable to a directory protocol while substantially reducing indirections (and hence latency).
Owner predictor (denoted by G). using only incrementally more bandwidth than the directory protocol. In five of our six benchmarks, Owner reduces the rate of indirections to less than 25% of all misses. The reduction of indirections comes at the cost of less than a 25% increase in request traffic for five of six benchmarks (less than a 15% increase in total traffic).
Broadcast-If-Shared predictor (I). In contrast to the
Owner predictor, the goal of Broadcast-If-Shared is to achieve performance similar to broadcast snooping systems while using less bandwidth. Broadcast-If-Shared meets its goal by keeping indirections to less than 6% of misses for all of our benchmarks while using less bandwidth. In those workloads with a low percentage of cacheto-cache misses (Slashcode and SPECjbb), Broadcast-IfShared reduces the request bandwidth used by more than half. In those workloads with a high percentage of cacheto-cache misses (Apache, Barnes-Hut, and OLTP), the predictor broadcasts most requests and performs like broadcast snooping.
Group predictor (L).
While Owner and Broadcast-IfShared are often too conservative or aggressive, respectively, Group provides an attractive alternative to these two extreme predictors. For all workloads, Group reduces request traffic to no more than half that of snooping, while keeping indirections below 15% of misses. Group works particularly well on Slashcode, using one fifth the request bandwidth of snooping with only 4% of requests requiring indirection (a factor of ten improvement).
Owner/Group predictor (M). Owner/Group performs like
Group, but it uses less bandwidth at the cost of more indirections. Not surprisingly, for most of our benchmarks, the results for this predictor lie between those of Group and Owner. However, for Ocean, Owner/Group incurs only 6% indirections, while using one fifth the request bandwidth of broadcast snooping. As revealed in Figure 3(b) , Ocean has a large number of misses to blocks that are only shared among a small number of processors (a consequence of its column-blocked data layout [34] ). The "Group" aspect of Owner/Group detects this stable, limited sharing, and the "Owner" aspect reduces the bandwidth even further by sending requests for shared only to the predicted owner.
Predictor policy conclusions. There is no "best choice" among these four destination-set predictors for all workloads. The right choice will depend upon the relative importance of latency and the cost of bandwidth in the system being designed. However, for many systems, Owner and Owner/Group appear to present attractive options.
Sensitivity Analysis
We now examine the sensitivity of these results to indexing method and predictor size. To limit the number of graphs, we only present data for the OLTP workload, noting significant differences in other workloads. To facilitate comparisons between predictors using the same policy, Figure 6 "connects the dots" for those data points with similar prediction policies but different configurations. Figure 6 (a) illustrates (for OTLP with unbounded predictors) the trade-off between using data block or PC-based indexing. These results, and others not shown, indicate that data block indexing yields better predictions in many cases (e.g., for Owner and Owner/Group). In other cases, the choice between PC and data block indexing creates a bandwidth/latency tradeoff (e.g., for Group and Broadcast-If-Shared). These results indicate that PC-indexing does not provide sufficient benefit for these simple predictors to justify the additional design cost and complexity required to send miss PCs from the processor core to the coherence controller. PC indexing performs relatively better for finite predictors (not shown), but this effect is dwarfed by macroblock indexing, discussed next.
Program counter indexing.
Macroblock indexing.
Macroblock indexing exploits the spatial predictability of coherence requests (as described in Section 3.4). Figure 6 Comparison to previous predictors. The original destination-set predictor is Sticky-Spatial(1), which was described in Section 3.5. Sticky-Spatial (1) is also shown in Figure 6 (c), denoted by N, for a range of predictor sizes. For OLTP, our predictors perform better than Sticky-Spatial(1) (e.g., our Owner/Group predictor uses less bandwidth and has fewer indirections). In general, our predictors either perform similarly or better than StickySpatial in one or both criteria.
Runtime Performance Evaluation
This section evaluates the impact of destination-set prediction policies on runtime performance. We first present the methodology and then summarize the key results.
Target System
We evaluate 16-node systems in which each node contains a dynamically scheduled processor core, split first level instruction and data caches, unified second level cache, cache controller, and memory controller for part of the globally shared memory. Table 4 lists the parameters for the memory system and the processor. We choose memory system parameters to approximate the published latencies of systems like the Alpha 21364 [13] . These assumed latencies result in a 180 ns latency to obtain a block from memory, a 112 ns latency for a cache-to-cache transfer for both a broadcast snooping and a successful multicast snooping request, and a 242 ns latency for both a cache-tocache transfer in the directory protocol and a retried multicast snooping request. All request, forwarded request, and retried request messages are 8 bytes, and data responses are 72 bytes (64 byte data with an 8 byte header). Destination-set predictors are accessed in parallel with second level caches. Predictor updates complete in a single cycle, and the predictors train only on data responses or on requests from other processors. Since multiple misses are generated in parallel, later misses do not always benefit from the training responses from the earlier misses before being issued into the memory system.
Simulation Methods
We simulate our target systems with the Simics full-system multiprocessor simulator [22] , and we extend Simics with detailed processor, memory hierarchy, and interconnection network models to compute execution times [3] .
Full-system simulation. Simics is a system-level architectural simulator that can run unmodified commercial applications and operating systems. Simics is a functional simulator only, but it provides an interface to support our detailed timing models.
Processor models. We present results using two different processor models. For some results we use TFsim [25] to model superscalar processor cores that are dynamically scheduled, exploit speculative execution, and generate multiple outstanding coherence requests. We configured TFsim to model the processor described in Table 4 and use an aggressive implementation of sequential consistency.
For other results, due to excessive simulation runtimes, we use a faster (by an order of magnitude) but simple, inorder, blocking processor model that would complete four billion instructions per second if the L1 caches were perfect. The results using the detailed processor model capture effects due to parallel misses and speculative execution, while the simple processor model allows us to simulate a larger number of cycles for all workloads.
Memory system model. Our memory system simulator captures timing races and all coherence protocol state transitions (including non-stable states). To warm up the simulated caches and predictors before beginning the timing simulations, we use traces similar to those used in Sections 2 and 4. The processor/memory nodes are connected via a single physical link to an interconnection network. Since all of the coherence protocols we consider-broadcast snooping, multicast snooping, and directory-require a total order of requests, we model a single crossbar switch. This interconnect model includes contention effects caused by limited link bandwidth. Workload variability. To address the runtime variability of commercial workloads, we simulate each design point multiple times with small, pseudo-random perturbations as described by Alameldeen et al. [3] . The reported runtime results are averages of these multiple simulations.
Results
While trace-driven simulation (Section 4) allows rapid exploration of the design space, this section presents the bottom line: execution time and interconnect traffic. However, which protocol performs best depends upon the number of processors and the available interconnect bandwidth. Rather than evaluate these protocols for a particular design point (and arbitrarily pick a winner), we simulate a system with ample bandwidth (10 GB/s links) and examine the tradeoff between execution time and bandwidth. Although snooping always performs best for such a system, we believe these results provide more insight than arbitrarily picking a single bandwidth-constrained design point that would have many critics.
Simple processor model results. Figure 7 shows results generated using the simple processor model that compare the runtime (normalized to the directory protocol) and interconnect traffic (bytes of traffic per miss normalized to broadcast snooping). The dotted lines indicate the ideal cases: the traffic usage of a directory protocol and the runtime of a snooping protocol. For our particular system configuration, snooping uses about twice the interconnect bandwidth of the directory protocol, but it also outperforms the directory protocol by up to a factor of two. Snooping only uses twice the interconnect bandwidth, since point-to-point response messages (72 bytes) are much larger than request messages (8 bytes) that are broadcast to all 16 processors. Not surprisingly, the workloads that benefit most from snooping (OLTP and Apache) have the highest miss rates and cache-to-cache miss rates (recall Table 2 ). Even those benchmarks with relatively low miss rates improve by approximately 10% to 25%. Figure 7 also shows that the runtime/bandwidth tradeoff qualitatively mirrors the indirection/request-message tradeoff in Figure 5 . The quantitative benefits are somewhat smaller for reasons analogous to why cache miss ratio reductions translate to more modest runtime gains; the predictors help cache-to-cache misses but not private misses or computation. As before, our predictors capture most of the performance benefit of snooping protocols while using significantly less bandwidth. For example, our predictors obtain almost 90% of the performance of snooping while using only approximately 15% more bandwidth than a directory protocol (and less than half the bandwidth of snooping). Detailed processor model results. Figure 8 displays similar results using our complex processor model for three of our workloads. To enable reasonable simulation runtimes, we only simulated three workloads, and we simulated an order of magnitude fewer transactions for these runs than the earlier trace-based or simple processor model simulations. Normalized runtime and bandwidth numbers are similar to results with the simple processor model, although the absolute runtimes are different.
Related Work
Several papers have examined shared memory behavior. Gupta and Weber [12] analyzed invalidation patterns in parallel scientific and engineering applications and observed that different data structures exhibit specific sharing patterns and that most invalidations affect few processors. Recent research has studied commercial workloads (e.g., [5, 18, 28, 29, 30] ) but not the distribution of sharers. To our knowledge, this paper is the first paper to perform a detailed analysis of sharing patterns for commercial workloads and their impact on multiple destination-set predictors. Previous work on destination-set predictors has focused on the correctness of the hybrid protocols and single points in the destination-set predictor design space using scientific workloads (e.g., SPLASH-2 benchmarks [34] ). Acacio et al. studied a two-level owner predictor, with the first level deciding whether to predict an owner and the second level deciding which node might be the owner [1] . In a second paper, Acacio et al. studied a single-level predictor to predict sharers [2] . Bilir et al. [7] studied multicast snooping with a 4K-entry StickySpatial(1) destination-set predictor.
Many papers have examined or exploited other forms of coherence prediction (e.g., dynamic self-invalidation [20, 21] ). Coherence predictors have been indexed with addresses [27] , program counters [16] , message history [19] , and other state [17] . Researchers have also developed protocols that optimize for specific sharing behaviors [6] , read-modify-write sequences [28, 29] , and migratory sharing [8, 33] . Other hybrid protocols adapt between writeinvalidate and write-update [4, 9, 15, 26, 31] , by migrating data near to where it is being used [10, 14, 35] or by adapting to available bandwidth [24] .
Conclusions
In this paper, we used commercial workloads to demonstrated the potential of destination-set prediction to improve the latency/bandwidth tradeoff in coherence protocols. While broadcast snooping protocols optimize latency and directory protocols optimize bandwidth, they represent the extreme points in the design space. Even simple destination-set predictors, used in the context of multicast snooping, can (a) greatly reduce the bandwidth usage, with respect to snooping, for a small cost in extra indirections, or (b) greatly reduce the number of indirections, with respect to directory protocols, for a small cost in extra bandwidth. While commercial workloads have larger footprints and more cache-to-cache misses than scientific workloads, we have shown that reasonably-sized predictors can still achieve high accuracy.
